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Abstract. We present GREP, a tool for the runtime enforcement of
(timed) properties. GREP takes an execution sequence as input (stdin),
and modifies it (stdout) as necessary to enforce the desired property,
when possible. GREP can enforce any regular timed property described
by a deterministic and complete Timed Automaton. The main novelties
of GREP are twofold: it uses game theory to improve the synthesis of
enforcement mechanisms, and it accounts for uncontrollable events, i.e.
events that cannot be controlled by the enforcement mechanisms and
thus have to be released immediately. We present an overview of GREP
and validate its usability with a performance evaluation.

1 Runtime Enforcement of Timed Properties
with Uncontrollable Events

Runtime Verification (RV, [5,10,12]), also referred to as passive testing [2,8],
consists in checking if the execution of a running system satisfies some given
specification. Unlike static verification, RV studies a real execution of a sys-
tem, possibly after deployment. This paper deals with runtime enforcement (RE,
[6,11,13,19]), an extension of runtime verification where executions are corrected
when they violate the desired property (see [9] for an overview). An enforcement
mechanism (EM) modifies the execution of a running system: it takes an execu-
tion as input and outputs a possibly-different execution. One of the advantages
of RE is that the whole specification of the system under scrutiny is not neces-
sary to generate an EM, only a property that should be satisfied by its output
is needed. The general scheme is given in Fig. 1.

We distinguish two categories of actions: controllable actions which can
be modified by an enforcement mechanism, and uncontrollable actions which
can only be observed by the enforcement mechanism. Enforcement mechanisms
should be sound, compliant and optimal, meaning that the output should satisfy
the specification when possible, the output should be as close to the input as
possible, and the output should be maximal, respectively. In [16,17], we intro-
duce runtime enforcement for timed properties with uncontrollable events, and
we propose a game approach for generating the EM in [18]. A comparison of this
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Fig. 1. Schematic description of an enforcement mechanism E, modifying the execution
σ of the system S to E(σ), so that it satisfies the property ϕ.

approach with related work may also be found in [16]. GREP implements the
game approach of [18] extended to timed properties.

1.1 Timed Properties and Automata

In this paper, properties are modelled with regular timed properties described
by Timed Automata (TA) [4]. Consider the following property on a simple
shared storage device: after authentication, a user can write a value only if
the storage has been unlocked for at least 2 time units. (Un)locking the device
is decided by another party, meaning that it is not controllable by the user.
This property is formalised by the TA ϕt given in Fig. 2, with the alphabet of
uncontrollable actions {LockOn,LockOff,Auth}. In ϕt, the set of locations is
L = {l0, l1, l2, l3}; the initial location is l0; the set X = {x} made of a single
clock x is used to model time; the alphabet of all actions is Σ = {Auth,LockOn,
LockOff,Write}; the set of accepting locations is G = {l1, l2}; and the set of
transitions Δ contains, for example, (l1, x ≥ 2,Write, ∅, l1). A transition is com-
posed of an initial location, a guard, an action, a set of clocks to reset, and a
target location. For instance, the transition (l1, x ≥ 2,Write, ∅, l1) means that
location l1 is reached from location l1 if the Write action occurs when clock x is
greater than or equal to 2, with no clock to reset; and (l2,�,LockOff, {x}, l1),
means that l1 is reached from l2 when the LockOff action occurs, resetting
clock x while taking the transition.

Fig. 2. Property ϕt modelling writes on a shared storage device [17]
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1.2 Description of the Approach

The strategy of GREP is based on the enforcement approach proposed in [16,18].
As shown in Fig. 1, an EM may be seen as a function from timed words to timed
words, with the ability to delay some controllable actions using a memory, but
with no possibility to act on uncontrollable actions. This mechanism should
ensure the correctness of the output sequence (soundness), that the order of
controllable actions is preserved and that uncontrollable actions are immediately
released (compliance), and that the output is maximal (optimality). All these
definitions, as well as the proofs of correctness and details of the EM generation,
at two levels of abstraction (functional and operational), are provided in [16].
Notice that unlike the approach in [15], there could be some situations where
the property may not be enforceable, since uncontrollable actions cannot be
retained.

Let us provide the intuition on the approach using an example. Consider
property ϕt given in Fig. 2, and the input sequence (1,Auth) (1,LockOn)
(2,Write) (1,LockOff) (1,LockOn) (1,Write) (1,LockOff). Table 1 gives
the evolution of the system at different time instants, providing the output of the
EM at a given date, its complete expected output if no other event is received
(the output at an infinite date), and the state of the memory (the stored con-
trollable actions) at an infinite date. At t = 1 and t = 2 respectively, Auth and
LockOn actions are received. Since they are uncontrollable actions, they are
released immediately. At t = 4, action Write is received. Since it is controllable
and to prevent reaching a bad state a bad state, it is stored in the memory. At
t = 5, the uncontrollable action LockOff is received and immediately released.
Now it is possible to emit the stored Write action, but only after 2 time units.
For this reason, (2,Write) is added at the end of σs meaning that Write should
be emitted in 2 time units, and it is removed from σc. At t = 6, another uncon-
trollable LockOn action is received and immediately released. At this step, it is
not possible to emit Write anymore, then it is removed from the end of σs and
put back at the beginning of σc. At t = 7, another controllable Write action is
received and stored (added at the end of σc). At t = 8, the last uncontrollable
LockOff action is received, allowing to emit the two Write actions after 2
time units. Thus, they are placed at the end of σs and removed from σc. Since
no other action is received afterwards, the two Write actions are released at
t = 10.

1.3 Games

In order to improve the computation time of the EM at runtime, it is possible
to pre-compute the behaviour of the EM ahead of the execution and storing it.
For this purpose, we use game theory. GREP builds a two-player game graph
representing the possible actions of the EM and the system under scrutiny (that
acts as the environment). Each vertex of the graph belongs to one of these two
players, and each edge represents a possible action of the player that owns the
source vertex. GREP then solves a Büchi game by computing a set of nodes
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Table 1. Table showing the evolution of the enforcement mechanism with input
(1,Auth) (1,LockOn) (2,Write) (1,LockOff) (1,LockOn) (1,Write) (1,LockOff)
over time.

t Output Complete expected output Buffer

1 (1, Auth) (1, Auth) ε

2 (1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (1, Auth) (1, LockOn) ε

4 (1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (1, Auth) (1, LockOn) Write

5 (1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (3, LockOff) (1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (3, LockOff)
(2, Write)

ε

6 (1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (3, LockOff)
(1, LockOn)

(1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (3, LockOff)
(1, LockOn)

Write

7 (1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (3, LockOff)
(1, LockOn)

(1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (3, LockOff)
(1, LockOn)

Write Write

8 (1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (3, LockOff)
(1, LockOn) (2, LockOff)

(1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (3, LockOff)
(1, LockOn) (2, LockOff) (2, Write)
(0, Write)

ε

10 (1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (3, LockOff)
(1, LockOn) (2, LockOff) (2, Write)
(0, Write)

(1, Auth) (1, LockOn) (3, LockOff)
(1, LockOn) (2, LockOff) (2, Write)
(0, Write)

ε

of the graph from which there exists a winning strategy. More details may be
found in [18]. Using this approach allows us to avoid the exploration of the whole
execution tree at runtime.

More precisely, GREP proceeds in three steps: first, it computes a symbolic
graph, which is a finite abstraction of the (infinite) semantics of the TA; then it
computes the game graph and the winning strategy for the EM; finally the EM
follows the strategy to enforce the property.

The symbolic graph abstracting the semantics of the TA is similar to the
usual zone graph used to compute reachability on TAs (see for example [7]),
except that the successor relation is more constraining. In the usual zone graph,
it is only required that a state in a vertex (vertices can be seen as sets of states
of the semantics of the TA that share the same location) can reach a state in the
successor vertex, whereas for our purpose it is required that all the states in a
vertex can reach a state in the successor vertex. This holds for delay transitions
(transitions representing elapse of time) and action transitions (representing a
transition in the TA) which are built in the same way. We also require that each
vertex has at most only one time successor (i.e. a node reached by letting time
elapse, as opposed to nodes reached by outputting events (action successors)).
An algorithm to compute such a graph is given in [3], for example.

The game graph is then built upon this symbolic abstraction graph. Each
vertex of the symbolic abstraction graph is duplicated, one of the resulting ver-
tices belongs to player 0 (the EM), and the other to player 1 (the environment).
Each of these vertices is then associated with words taken from a finite, prefix-
closed set of controllable words, each vertex being duplicated again for every
word from this set. This set of controllable words is computed to ensure that the
strategy is always the best one (the one outputting the maximal word) using only
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these vertices. For a formal description of this set in case of untimed properties,
see [18]. The edges of the game graph represent the actions of the player: an edge
leaving a node belonging to player 0 represents either the emission of the first
event of the associated word (which represents the stored controllable actions),
leading to a vertex belonging to player 0 again, since an EM can output multiple
events at the same time, or to the same node which belongs to player 1, meaning
that the EM decides not to emit for the moment and lets the environment play.
An edge leaving a vertex belonging to player 1 leads to a vertex belonging to
player 0, and represents either the reception of an uncontrollable event (chang-
ing the symbolic state to an action successor), the reception of a controllable
event (changing the associated word), or the elapse of time (changing the sym-
bolic state to the time successor). Nodes that are their own time successor (i.e.
that contain all the valuations reached by letting time elapse) have their cor-
responding edge replaced by an edge leading to the same vertex which belongs
to player 0. This corresponds to receiving no more event, thus allowing us to
consider finite inputs, but with infinite plays over the graph (since there will be
a loop between a node belonging to player 0 where the EM will decide not to
emit anything, and the environment not receiving any event and being stable by
elapse of time). A formal definition of the game graph for untimed properties
can be found in [18] too. GREP builds a game graph which is similar, except
that some nodes have time successors.

After having constructed the game graph, GREP computes the winning set
of nodes of the Büchi game with Büchi nodes (the nodes to be always reachable)
defined as all the vertices of the game graph whose symbolic location of a vertex
is an accepting location of the TA for player 0.

Then, GREP can follow a real execution on the game graph, by watching
the node that has been reached so far by its output, and the nodes that can be
reached by emitting stored controllable actions (i.e. following the corresponding
edges in the game graph). Whenever a winning node is reached by player 0, the
strategy is to emit as many events as possible, remaining in a winning node all the
time. Since the winning nodes are winning a Büchi game, it is always possible
for player 0 to stay in a winning node whenever one is reached. Whenever a
winning node is reached, the output of the EM is then guaranteed to satisfy the
property.

An example of game graph associated with property ϕt given in Fig. 2 is
provided in Fig. 3. In this graph, nodes are labelled with a tuple (l, z, w, p),
where l is the location of the TA associated with the node, z is the zone (set of
clock constraints), w is the word of controllable actions as described previously,
and p is the player: 0 for the enforcement mechanism, and 1 for the environment.
The square node is the initial node, the blue (rectangular) ones are the winning
nodes, and the nodes that are double-circled are the nodes whose locations are
accepting. Note that in our example, all the accepting nodes (double-circled)
are winning (blue, rectangular). The edges have different colours and heads,
depending on their role: green edges (filled triangular heads) correspond to the
EM emitting its first stored controllable action, blue ones (empty triangular
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heads) to the EM not emitting (thus letting the environment play), red (filled
diamond heads) and orange (empty diamond heads) edges correspond to the
reception of an uncontrollable event and a controllable one, respectively, and
purple (“vee” heads) edges represent the elapse of time (they lead to the time
successor).

Fig. 3. Game graph associated with property ϕt (Color figure online)
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2 General Description of GREP

GREP is a tool of about 6,000 lines of code1 developed using the C language,
available at https://github.com/matthieurenard/GREP. GREP is essentially
composed of 2 modules (cf Fig. 4): Symbolic Computing Module (SCM) and
Enforcement Monitor Module (EMM). It loads a TA file describing the desired
property, and reads the inputs directly from stdin. The output of the EM is sent
to stdout. This approach allows one to use GREP with off-the-shelf applications.

Fig. 4. General architecture of GREP

2.1 Symbolic Computing Module (SCM)

The Symbolic Computing Module is composed of three main components: a TA
loader, the zone graph generator, and the game graph generator.

TA Loader. The TA loader is the component that parses a file containing the
description of a timed automaton and loads it into a C structure. The file of
the automaton is a textual description following a grammar designed for this
purpose. The automaton must be also deterministic and complete (see [4]). If
the automaton is not deterministic, the behaviour is undefined. Once the timed
automaton is loaded, a symbolic graph is computed by the Zone Graph Generator
to abstract its infinite semantics into a finite graph.

Zone Graph Generator. From the timed automaton, a symbolic graph is
constructed using zones. Compared to a classical zone graph (used to compute
reachability), this symbolic graph satisfies additional constraints. (A zone graph
usually requires that, between a node and its successor, there exists a state of
1 Calculated with cloc (https://github.com/AlDanial/cloc).

https://github.com/matthieurenard/GREP
https://github.com/AlDanial/cloc
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the semantics of the timed automaton in the first node that leads to a state in its
successor). In this symbolic graph, all states in a node must lead to the successor.
An algorithm to compute this symbolic graph satisfying these constraints is given
in [3]. This algorithm has been implemented to compute the symbolic graph in
this module. In GREP, zones are represented by Difference Bound Matrices
(DBMs), using the UPPAAL DBM library (udbm, [1]), and its C API. The
algorithm requires some functionality that is not provided by this C API (some
of them exist in some higher-level wrappers), such as complementing zones into a
list of zones. This functionality was added to our own wrapper of udbm. No other
third-party library was needed to compute the symbolic graph. This symbolic
graph is used to build the final game graph, that will be used by the enforcement
monitor.

Game Graph Generator. Using the symbolic graph, the Game Graph Gener-
ator builds a graph over which to play a Büchi game whose strategy is the one to
be followed by the enforcement monitor. The graph is constructed as described
in [18], adding some edges to represent the elapse of time (that changes zones).
Once the graph is constructed, the Büchi game is solved for player 0 (the enforce-
ment monitor), with the set of Büchi nodes being the set of nodes whose location
is accepting. The winning nodes are the nodes from which the enforcement mon-
itor ensures that its output will satisfy the property. Following a path of winning
nodes in the graph gives a strategy to follow such that the final output satisfies
the property. This is how the EM uses the graph to actually enforce the property.

2.2 Enforcement Monitor Module (EMM)

The EMM module uses the SCM module to compute the output for a given input.
It has five main public functions: init(G), getStrat(), delay(t), eventRcvd(e), and
emit(). Function init(G) initialises the EMM following the strategy from graph
G. Function getStrat() gives the strategy to follow, i.e. whether the first action
of the buffer should be output or not. Since time is abstracted by the zone graph
for SCM, SCM needs to be notified that some time has passed, which is done by
using function delay(t), where t is the number of time units that have elapsed
since the last call to delay, or the creation of the enforcement mechanism for
the first call. Time units only need to be consistent with the ones used in the
property. Function eventRcvd(e) is used to inform the EMM that an event e
has been read from the input. In this case, the EMM acts differently depending
on the controllability of the event. Function emit() is used to output the first
action of the buffer (uncontrollable events are output by function eventRcvd(),
as required by compliance).

Note that these functions allow one to use the EMM in both the online (real-
time) and offline (with a trace as input) settings. All these functions, except
function getStrat(), return the number of time units required to reach the time
successor of the current node (∞ if there is no time successor). It is the number
of time units given to function delay() if no event is received before and the
strategy is not to emit.
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input : The game graph G, the input sequence of events, through function
read ()

output: The output of the enforcer mechanism, through function emit()

1 init(G);
2 del ← ∞;
3 while The input sequence has not been read entirely do
4 (δ, a) ← read();
5 while del ≤ δ do
6 δ ← δ − del;
7 del ← delay(del);
8 while getStrat() = EMIT do
9 emit();

10 end

11 end
12 delay(δ);
13 del ← eventRcvd(a);

14 end
15 while del < ∞ or getStrat() = EMIT do
16 while getStrat() = EMIT do
17 emit();
18 end
19 if del < ∞ then
20 del ← delay(del);
21 end

22 end

Algorithm 1. Main algorithm to enforce a property in offline mode

Thus, the general algorithm to use EMM in the offline setting is given in
Algorithm 1. Basically, EMM follows a path in the game graph. Thus, it con-
siders the current node as the node reached by its output, and explores the
strategy tree from this node. EMM also stores the controllable actions that have
not been output yet, and uses them to compute the possible output. Since the
output should be the longest possible, with minimal possible delays, computing
the strategy requires to explore the tree of all possible strategies. This is done by
exploring the game graph, simulating the emission of the controllable actions of
the buffer at all possible time instants. In each node belonging to player 0, if the
successor by emitting (green, empty triangular head arrow in the game graph)
is winning, then it is explored, and if the time successor is also winning, it is
explored as well, since waiting before emitting could allow the EMM to output
more events. Each node is then associated with a score, corresponding to the
number of actions that have been emitted to reach the node. Then, EMM stores
the node that has the biggest score, and the strategy to follow to reach it. If two
nodes have the same score, then the lowest common ancestor is computed, and
the one node that can be reached by emitting from this ancestor (the other node
can be reached from this ancestor by waiting) is kept as the node to reach (this
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corresponds to computing the lexicographical order). This process is repeated
for each node with the same score, with the previous stored node, such that in
the end the stored node is the minimal node (for the lexicographic order) of all
the nodes with the highest score.

Note that computing an output such that all actions are emitted whenever it
is possible to emit them does not require to explore the strategy tree. Depending
on the property, the two outputs could be the same (i.e. if the property is such
that letting time elapse never enables a transition that eventually allows the
EMM to output more events), thus the EMM can work faster by using an opti-
misation that does not compute any tree, but outputs actions whenever possible
(i.e. when the successor node by emitting is winning) if it is specified to do so.

2.3 User Interface

GREP is shipped with two executables: one to use the enforcement mechanism
in offline mode, and the other in the online mode. Both of them take their input
on the standard input. In the offline mode, the input is composed of events in
the form (t, a), where t is a date and a is an action, controllable or uncontrol-
lable. In the online mode, only the action is given, the date is computed from
the real time through a call to gettimeofday(). Note that these executa-
bles may build only on UNIX-like systems because of some system calls such
as gettimeofday() and clock gettime(). Excepting this, the tool is not
system-dependent. The output (events with their dates) is printed on the stan-
dard output. Several options may be used:

– One of the two options -a <automatonFile> or -g <graphFile> must
be passed to specify the property. The file <automatonFile> should be in
the same format as the file shown in appendix A. The file <graphFile>
should be a file saved by this executable (see option -s), loading this kind
of file should be faster than loading an automaton file since it contains the
graph, which does not need to be computed again.

– -s <graphFile> saves the game graph in <graphFile>, to be loaded in
another execution (see option -g).

– -z <zoneGraphFile> draws the zone graph using graphviz and store it
(as PDF) in <zoneGraphFile>.

– -d <gameGraphFile> draws the game graph using graphviz and store it
(as PDF) in <gameGraphFile>.

– -t <timeFile> logs times between the reception of two events in the file
<timeFile>. This option is used to benchmark the program.

– -l <logFile> prints all the logs in <logFile>.
– -f (fast) use the optimised version, where actions are output whenever

they can be instead of outputting the longest word possible with minimal
dates.

If options -s, -z, -d, or -t are not given, then the corresponding action will
just not happen. For example, without -z, the zone graph will not be saved. If
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none of the options among -a and -g is given, the program will print an error
and abort. If both are given, then the automaton file is used. If option -l is
not given, then the standard error is used as log file, which is not recommended
(we recommend always using the option -l). If the option -f is not given, then
the enforcement mechanism will output as many events as possible, with the
lowest possible dates; enabling the option will make it output actions if it is
possible (i.e. if the node of the game graph reached by outputting is winning).
Using option -f is usually faster, but the outputs might differ depending on the
property. Example usage:
game enf offline -a phiext.tmtn -l log \

-d gameGraph.pdf < input
will enforce the property described in the file phiext.tmtn, logging in the file
log, reading its events from the file input. It will also draw the game graph in
the file gameGraph.pdf.

The enforcement mechanism logs the mode in which it runs (default or fast)
at the beginning, and when it stops, it logs the input, its output, the controllable
actions that have not been output (what remains in its buffer), and a verdict that
is WIN if its output satisfies the property, or LOSS otherwise (some properties
might not be enforced as explained in [17]).

Enforcer i n i t i a l i z e d in d e f au l t mode .
Shutt ing down the enforcement mechanism . . .
Summary o f the execut ion :
Input : (0 , Write ) (1 , Auth) (2 , Write ) (3 , LockOn)

(4 , Write ) (5 , LockOff ) (6 , LockOn) (7 , LockOff )
Output : (1 , Auth) (2 , Write ) (2 , Write ) (3 , LockOn)

(5 , LockOff ) (6 , LockOn) (7 , LockOff ) (9 , Write )
Remaining events in the bu f f e r :
VERDICT: WIN
enforcement mechanism shutdown .

Listing 1.1. Example log file produced by GREP

For example, considering that phiext.tmtn is the file given in appendix
A, the previous command with the input file containing the sequence:
(0,Write) (1,Auth) (2,Write) (3,LockOn) (4,Write) (5,LockOff)
(6,LockOn) (7,LockOff), produces the output:
(1,Auth) (2,Write) (2,Write) (3,LockOn)
(5,LockOff) (6,LockOn)(7,LockOff) (9,Write). The produced log file is
given in Listing 1.1.

3 Performance Evaluation

The performance of GREP has been evaluated on three properties that come
along with TiPEX, the tool to which we compare. TiPEX (see [14]) is, to our
knowledge, the only other tool that acts as an enforcement mechanism for timed
regular properties. These properties are described in Fig. 5. The safety property
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states that there should always be 5 time units between two r actions. The co-
safety property states that the first r action should be followed by a g action,
with a delay of at least 6 time units. The response property states that every
grant (g) action should be followed by a release (r) action within 15 to 20 time
units, without any grant action occurring between them.

Fig. 5. Properties used to benchmark GREP

For each of these properties, GREP has been run 100 times on every
input among 100 inputs of 1000 events randomly generated. The time between
the reception of two events has been saved for all of these executions. The
same times have been computed for TiPEX2, reducing the number of inputs
and iterations to have the benchmarks run in a reasonable amount of time.
Figures 6 and 7 give a graphical visualisation of the performances of GREP and
TiPEX.

Figures 6 and 7 are obtained as follows: each input is iterated several times
(100 for GREP, less for TiPEX), and the computation times of the tool between
the reads of two consecutive events of the input are stored. Then, the median
time is computed for each of these times between all the iterations. We then plot
the logarithm (in base 10) of these times against the reads of the events. We
use a logarithmic scale in nanoseconds because many values are low, and they
would be merged in a line when using a linear scale. The results for GREP with
option -f are given only for the safety property because they are similar to the
results without the option for the two other properties. We can see that GREP is
faster than TiPEX by several orders of magnitude. GREP outputs many events
in less than 10μs (4 on the graphs), whereas TiPEX takes at least 1 ms (6 on the
graph) to output them. For the safety property, we can see that for some inputs,
GREP takes an increasing amount of time to compute the strategy. This is due
to the exploration of the strategy tree, which grows with the number of stored

2 We patched TiPEX to retrieve the times as we do in our tool, only modifying it to
get times properly, and did not change the behaviour inside the part that is being
measured.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of timings of GREP and TiPEX on the safety property. “GREP
fast” means that option -f is used. The x axis corresponds to the events of the input
(from 1 to 1000), and the y axis corresponds to the logarithm of the timings (in nanosec-
onds) between the reads of the events.

controllable actions. Using the optimised setting (-f) allows GREP to compute
its output faster, as shown in Fig. 6b. The last vertical line has also many high
values, because it represents the time to emit all the remaining actions after the
last event from the input was read. For the co-safety and response properties,
GREP is less variable than for the safety property, mainly because its strategy
is simpler: it consists in either emitting everything in the co-safety (once state
s3 is reached) or emitting nothing for the response property, if the first stored
controllable is an r while in state s1. TiPEX, on the other hand, takes a linearly-
increasing amount of time to emit some events.

4 Discussion and Concluding Remarks

As shown in Sect. 3, GREP provides better computing times than TiPEX. There
are several factors that can explain this. The implementation language is one of
these factors: GREP is implemented in C, which produces assembly code that
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Fig. 7. Timings of GREP and TiPEX on the response and co-safety properties. The x
axis corresponds to the events of the input (from 1 to 1000), and the y axis corresponds
to the logarithm of the timings (in nanoseconds) between the reads of the events.

is fast to execute, whereas TiPEX is implemented in Python, which is a higher-
level language that can introduce some overhead in the execution time. Another
factor is the use of games to enforce the properties, that allows the EMM to
compute the output faster. Indeed, the game graph allows us to know if a node
is winning in very little time, where the same computation not using graph needs
to consider all the reachable states with the buffer.

Note that our tool was designed primarily to handle uncontrollable events.
The properties used in our evaluation/comparison do not feature uncontrollable
events because TiPEX only supports controllable events. To our knowledge, there
is no other tool that acts as an enforcement mechanism for timed properties
with uncontrollable events. We initially used games to precompute (with the
game graph) the behaviour of the enforcement mechanism upon the reception
of uncontrollable events, but it has also improved the computation time of the
output even without any uncontrollable event.
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Depending on the property, there could be an exponential blow-up in the
number of nodes that have to be visited. The -f option allows the enforcement
mechanism to use a strategy (where each event is output as soon as possible)
that prevents this blow-up. To further improve the performance of GREP and
avoid the blow-up when using the strategy outputting the longest words, we aim
at i) computing a better set of controllable words to be associated with nodes,
and having a better representation of controllable words. A (more theoretical)
possible extension to this work is to determine under which conditions the two
strategies (using the optimised version or not) are equivalent.

A Automaton File

The automaton file describing ϕt (see Fig. 2) follows:

automaton {
cont {Write}
uncont {Auth , LockOn , LockOff}
nodes {

l 0 [ i n i t i a l ] ;
l 1 [ accepting ] ;
l 2 [ accepting ] ;
l 3 ;

}
clocks {x}
edges {

l 0 −>{Auth}{}{} l 1 ;
l 0 −>{Write }{}{} l 3 ;
l 0 −>{LockOn}{}{} l 3 ;
l 0 −>{LockOff }{}{} l 3 ;
l 1 −>{LockOn}{}{} l 2 ;
l 1 −>{Write }{}{x >= 2} l 1 ;
l 1 −>{LockOff }{x}{} l 1 ;
l 1 −>{Auth}{}{} l 1 ;
l 1 −>{Write }{}{x < 2} l 3 ;
l 2 −>{Auth}{}{} l 2 ;
l 2 −>{LockOn}{}{} l 2 ;
l 2 −>{LockOff }{x}{} l 1 ;
l 2 −>{Write }{}{} l 3 ;
l 3 −>{Write }{}{} l 3 ;
l 3 −>{Auth}{}{} l 3 ;
l 3 −>{LockOn}{}{} l 3 ;
l 3 −>{LockOff }{}{} l 3 ;

}
}
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